Limbness in the early chick embryo lateral plate.
In order for the limb to be useful in the evaluation of early determinants of morphogenesis, it is necessary to understand some of the characteristics associated with "limbness" and, more importantly at the beginning at least, it is necessary to know what regions of the early embryo exhibit limbness qualities. Previous investigators have assumed, without direct experimental evidence, that the flank does not have limbness qualities, even at early stages of development. However, there are a few studies suggesting that the early flank does possess limbness qualities. The purpose of the present study was to determine how extensively the qualities of limbness exist in the early chick embryo. Tissues from the future neck, wing, flank, and leg regions were grafted to host celoms and evaluated for their abilities to form limbs. Limbs developed from all four regions of stage 11-14 embryos, but after stage 14 only grafts from the wing and leg regions formed limbs.